
THE FACTS:

CANCER 
is the leading cause of death 

for Fire-fighters

Human Skin is

400%
more absorbent with every 

5° rise in temperature 

Fire-fighters are 

3x
more likely to develop

cancer than anyone else

 � Scientifically 
tested and proven on 
17 of the most toxic 
Chlorinated Dioxins 

 � Scientifically tested and 
proven on 8 of the most 
toxic PAH’s (Polycyclic 
Aromatic Hydrocarbons)

 � Removes >91% of 
Benzoapyrene
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The After Fire 
Wipe for 

First Responders
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The Solution...
De-Wipe  -  scientifically formulated 

and scientifically proven to help remove 
the risk of carcinogens and bacteria 

thanks to the added ingredient, a 
proactive compound that defends 

against hydrocarbons such as soot 
and dirt with ease.
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A simple solution to 
fire-fighter and first responder safety, 
welfare and hygiene on scene
The recognition of carcinogens remaining on personal 
protective equipment (PPE) has resulted in a structured 
cleaning approach for potentially contaminated kit in UK 
Fire and Rescue Services but what about the person 
wearing this PPE?

Global studies have demonstrated that Fire-fighters are 
up to three times more likely than the general population 
to develop cancer before age 75. This figure rises to five 
times where there is continuous exposure through a 
failure to properly clean off contaminants.

De-Wipe is an ‘after the fire’ wipe for use by first 
responders. De-Wipe has been designed and tested to 
provide immediate and long-lasting protection from 
hazardous contaminants for fire-fighters and first 
responders, to address the risks associated with 
carcinogens whilst also avoiding potentially skin 
damaging decontamination materials.

Careful consideration, testing and development have 

resulted in the De-Wipe, a solution that is scientifically 
formulated and scientifically proven to help remove and 
reduce carcinogens and bacteria through its key 
ingredient, a proactive compound that defends the skin 
against hydrocarbons, soot and dirt with ease.

Put simply, De-Wipe draws out impurities and cleans 
without drying out the skin.

The after-fire decontamination wipe will help reduce the 
risk and dirt from the wrist and hands, face, ears, jaw 
and areas around the neck and throat. Additionally, they 
can also be used to wipe down any other contaminated 
areas after an event.

De-Wipe is designed, developed and delivered in the UK 
and come in a variety of sizes. They are available as 
individual wipes or multi packs. De-Wipe is 100% 
biodegradable so you can be clean and green.

#reducetherisk


